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The Power System is Changing Fast – new customers
New large consumers

Data centers

Battery factories

Offshore electrification

Hydrogen production
New Consumers challenge the system’s capacity
The Power System is Changing Fast – new production
More Inflow Increases Hydropower Production in Norway...

- **1961-1990**: 139 TWh/year
- **1981-2010**: 145 TWh/year
- **1989-2018**: 149 TWh/year
... but also Give more Frequent and Severe Flood Incidents
... but also Give more Frequent and Severe Flood Incidents

Change in Floods With 200 Years return period

- 41 - 60 %
- -55 - -40 %
Time for new Conditions and new Investments in Existing Hydropower

Age of the Norwegian Hydropower Fleet
How can the Research Community Contribute?
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